Introduction
This article presents analogies between familiar classic space information exchange (such as tribal disputes) and decoherence in quantum information theory (Collapse of the wave function in quantum mechanics) (Gunhann, 2014) , and proposes a natural connection between the two scales, beginning with the ubiquitous presence of distortion. In familiar classic space, the interaction between information and its local environment typically results in some degree of distortion. This principle is demonstrated in the game of "Chinese Whispers", where recursive communication results in a fundamental distorted shift of information from its original source. Often, such information exchange takes the form of a reinforcement loops, where distortions and responses co-escalate exponentially. Reinforcement loop interaction seems to be ubiquitous throughout nature, and on every scale. It seems reasonable to assume that escalating reinforcement loop interaction is fundamental to the structure of information, in general.
Modeling Distortion as Partial Gnomonic Mapping
Let open sets p1 and p2 be partial nonconformal gnomic mappings of sphere S onto two tangent planes at different (non-antipodal) surface parameters, with a mutual minute difference in orientation of 
Meridian's (orthodromes) are projected as lateral straight lines. Parallels are transversely scaled per (Coxetern, 1969) :
An obvious, yet significant derivation of equation 6 and Fig. 1 
Tribal Conflict Reinforcement Loops as Decoherence
Minute discrepancies between elements engaged in reinforcement loops result in exponential growth or decay. Such dynamic information exchange between two rational agents is generalized in the following example: (See Fig. 2 and formal definitions). […]
Formal Definitions for
For this generalized reinforcement loop model, the exponential growth rate g at any iteration n f is simply:
Entropic Effects of Information Exchange Within Reinforcement Loops
Equation 8 (Shannonn, 1963) Where X and Y are independent real-valued random variables and h(X) is the differential entropy of the PDF. The following topology is proposed, for intuition: Consider a set whose five elements are arranged in the lower half of a circle, with a magnitude range of 2r. it's ℝ 2 matrix representation would be (in Cartesian coordinates):
Visual Intuition of
Now, let these five elements become polarized in the direction of the X coordinate, such that r approaches infinity at an exponential rate. See Fig. 6 . This morphing of ℝ 2 onto an ℝ 1 space can be described as a collapse.
higher dimensional ℝ 3 space appear from his lower dimensional reference frame (r.f.) Fig. 7 shows how such a rotating moving particle inscribes a wave pattern (standing wave, in position (Y) as a function of (x), per equation: 
A Higher Dimensional R 3 Space Appears as Superimposed
Consider the perspective of an observer on an ℝ 2 plane. How would a moving particle, in a rotating Superposition and Discrete Energy from the ℝ n r.f
As dimension z is hidden from the ℝ 2 x, y plane, it's fair to describe the energy along dimension z as being superimposed (multiple states in a single x, y coordinate) from the ℝ 2 r.f. As well, discrete gaps naturally occur along the x, y intercept, as the higher dimensional particle moves in and out (along z) of the x, y plane (keeping in mind that ℝ 2 's entire existence is limited to the x,y plane.
Extending Collapse Topology to Classic Spacetime
We can Extend the same ℝ 2 visual intuition of , , , x x x x . Fig. 8 illustrates a rough conceptual intuition of such a collapse in higher dimensions. A corollary to Theorem 2.1 and 2nd corollary to 5.0.1 would then be: classic space, and thus appears to be in superposition.
In the absence of an external force, it's total energy (potential and non-relativistic kinetic energy) can be expressed as (Bransdenn and Joachainn, 1983) : Also by extension, discrete (quantum) energy is the natural result of an ℝ 5 particle moving in and outside of the realm of observations within ℝ 4 classic space and time. As well, values of energy, position and charge in the ℝ 5 fourth spatial dimension appears to be in superposition (multiple values in a single coordinate) to the r.f. of observers residing in ℝ 4 classic space and time.
Mathematical Evidence of This Model in Macrospace
This model of collapsing topology (entropic polarization, expanded range and dimensional reduction) can be extended onto macrospace, as well. It is particularly suited to explain the accelerating effects of macrospace alternatively as projected skewed topology.
Redshifting as Skewed Projected Topology
In Fig. 10 , transverse parallels are projected asymptotic to the horizon. Framed within this model, electromagnetic wavelengths λ which emanate from the ℝ 5 hypersphere, along arc length a are constant.
However, wavelength x λ is projected (and skewed) along the x axis and redshifted as a result, similar to the redshifting equation (Taylorn and Wheeler, 1992) : Figure 9 . From ℝ 4 R.F., an ℝ 5 hyper-space and time orbit inscribes a 3D traveling wave, which appears to be in superposition This system can be described by the 3-D Schrodinger equation (Brandtn and Dahmenn, 2000) :
However in this alternative model, wave- In this alternative model, arclength a is substituted for λ rest and projected length x is substituted for λ obs as (Refer to Fig. 10 
and
Calculating Hypersphere Radius R
The radius R of the source ℝ 5 hypersphere can be deduced from this diverging series of redshift values. Although R can be derived from equation 7 in the ℝ 5 r.f., the ℝ 4 r.f. (Where humans reside) is limited to only projected points. Regardless of this limitation, we know from equation 7 that (R) in the x direction must be equal to radius R when the tan of θ is equal 
Projected Skewed Length x
Per Special Relativity, time dilation occurs when an observer measures, from his r.f., the light clock of another r.f., which is in relative motion as being slower, per time dilation (Bornn, 1964) :
Thus, the logical contrapositive of this theorem is a time contraction: Now that R (The radius of the ℝ 5 hypersphere) has been established, values of z can be determined from any value of x. Note that x is the distance which humans measure galactic distance, although it is actually a skewed projection of arclength a (along the ℝ 5 hypersphere). Thus, from values of distance modulus µ and radius R, theta is easily determined. Subsequently from theta, arc-length a is determined. Finally from equation 15, z is derived. However, luminosity is also affected along skewed distance x. Prior to deriving z from x, distance d from distance modulus µ must be adjusted. In this model µ becomes skewed (dimmer) as x increases Thus, a standard candle is closer than it appears by: -111| doi: 10.14704/nq.2019.17.01.1934 Arthur EP., Quantum Cosmology and the Role of Consciousness rather dramatic exponential growth is typical. This underlying principle has been described in this article with the general example of escalating tribal disputes, but is also very common in politics and in all observable relationships between conscious rational agents. Equally analogous, are the resulting entropic effects between classic polarization dynamics and quantum decoherence. The presented model of an ℝ 5 hypersphere collapse onto an ℝ 4 classic space is precisely formulated. It has also been extended into macrospace, with a scatter plot closely fitting recent supernovae cosmology project data. If this model were to be proven correct, a fundamental unification would be established between all scales of information exchange and disciplines from Quantum Mechanics to Classic space and onto General Relativity. As well, a great many mysteries would be resolved, including superposition, wave function collapse, galaxy rotation curves, and universal accelerated expansion.
The model's mathematical simplicity and parsimonious concept provides some degree of support. However, one suggestion for empirical evidence would be through experimentation in the intermediate "mesoscopic" state. An ℝ n transition, similar to Fig. 6 might be proven by demonstrating the existence of both states simultaneously (a higher dimensional and isotropic state, coupled with a polarized lower dimensional state). The model, as described in this article, predicts an overlapping between the two scales such that measurable events (an electron excitement, etc) would interact simultaneously between both metrics. Fig. 13 illustrates how a single event occurring in materials, which are in a mesoscopic state, might be evident in two separate locations simultaneously. Proof would Figure 12 . Galaxy Rotation Curve with Increased Density Figure 13 . Two images at mesoscopic state represent the same single event at two points in time need to be in the mathematical relationship between the two ℝ n metrics.
A Macrospace approach to finding evidence for this same model would be through correlating local group galaxies which have a negative z value (approaching instead of receding), with distance from Earth. This model predicts that these receding galaxies would also correlate with distance, per equation 20, such that the furthest galaxies would appear to approach with the fastest velocity. Such a high negative correlation would defy conventional theories.
